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Maintenance of Mitochondrial Oxygen Homeostasis by Cosubstrate
Compensation
Hao Yuan Kueh,†‡* Philipp Niethammer,§ and Timothy J. Mitchison†
†Department of Systems Biology, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts; ‡Graduate Program in Biophysics, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Massachusetts; and §Cell Biology Program, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, New York
ABSTRACT Mitochondria maintain a constant rate of aerobic respiration over a wide range of oxygen levels. However, the
control strategies underlying oxygen homeostasis are still unclear. Using mathematical modeling, we found that the mitochon-
drial electron transport chain (ETC) responds to oxygen level changes by undergoing compensatory changes in reduced
electron carrier levels. This emergent behavior, which we named cosubstrate compensation (CSC), enables the ETC to maintain
homeostasis over a wide of oxygen levels. When performing CSC, our ETC models recapitulated a classic scaling relationship
discovered by Chance [Chance B (1965) J. Gen. Physiol. 49:163-165] relating the extent of oxygen homeostasis to the kinetics
of mitochondrial electron transport. Analysis of an in silico mitochondrial respiratory system further showed evidence that CSC
constitutes the dominant control strategy for mitochondrial oxygen homeostasis during active respiration. Our findings indicate
that CSC constitutes a robust control strategy for homeostasis and adaptation in cellular biochemical networks.
INTRODUCTION
Cellular metabolic networks employ control strategies to
ensure homeostasis amid fluctuating environmental condi-
tions. To be effective, these control strategies also need to
be robust to variations in internal parameters, such as
enzyme concentrations and rate constants (1–5). One well-
established metabolic control strategy is negative feedback
regulation by end-product inhibition (6–9), where the
product of a metabolic pathway negatively modulates the
rate of an upstream reaction. Negative feedback by product
inhibition is adopted by many metabolic pathways, and can
be made robust to variations in rate constants and cellular
metabolite levels (2,10,11).

An ability to maintain metabolic homeostasis amid
changing oxygen levels is essential for aerobic life. Oxygen
is central to aerobic respiration—it is the terminal electron
acceptor of the mitochondrial electron transport chain
(ETC), which transfers electrons from high energy metabo-
lites through a series of carriers to drive ATP generation
from ADP (Fig. 1 A) (12). As oxygen gradients exist in
both developing embryos and adult tissues (13,14), cells
within these tissues must maintain oxygen homeostasis to
ensure that their respiratory activity does not depend
strongly on the distance to their closest oxygen source.
Since the pioneering work of Warburg, it has been known
that the rate of mitochondrial oxygen consumption—and
consequently the respiratory rate—is constant over
a remarkably wide range of oxygen levels, from 200 mM
to as low as 0.5 mM (15–18). This rate constancy was
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initially thought to reflect saturation of cytochrome c
oxidase, the enzyme complex that catalyzes the terminal
transfer of electrons to oxygen (CytC oxidase, Fig. 1 A);
however, later studies showed that the affinity of cyto-
chrome c oxidase for oxygen is rather weak (19–21),
inconsistent with this idea. Later studies proposed that mito-
chondrial oxygen homeostasis is maintained by regulatory
changes in the ADP/ATP ratio in response to changing
oxygen levels (Fig. 1 A, red box) (18,22–24), an example
of classical negative feedback regulation by product inhibi-
tion. In this picture, decreases in oxygen levels increase the
ADP/ATP ratio, which in turn stimulates mitochondrial
electron transport to keep the oxygen consumption rate
constant. However, others have argued that negative feed-
back through ADP/ATP plays a limited role, and that
oxygen homeostasis may instead be maintained primarily
by mechanisms intrinsic to the ETC itself (Fig. 1 A, gray
box) (25,26).

Classic studies by Chance and co-workers identified
a quantitative relationship relating the extent of oxygen
homeostasis to the kinetics of mitochondrial electron trans-
port (15,27,28). Specifically, Chance discovered that the
effective Michaelis-Menten constant of the ETC for oxygen
(KETC

M )—defined as the oxygen level at which oxygen
consumption rate is half-maximal—scales linearly with
the electron flux, and inversely with the velocity constant
of terminal electron transfer to oxygen by cytochrome c
oxidase (15). This scaling relationship has been directly
verified experimentally (29–31), though deviations also
arise under certain conditions, most notably when mito-
chondria are treated with drugs that uncouple electron trans-
port from ATP generation (32–35). Based on the Chance
scaling relationship, it was recognized that the mitochon-
drial ETC can maintain a low KETC

M —thus maintaining
homeostasis at low oxygen concentrations—when the
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terminal electron transfer reaction to oxygen is fast relative
to upstream transfer reactions. This homeostasis that
arises as a consequence of the Chance relationship has
been described as cushioning (15,36), buffering (36,37), or
kinetic trapping (19,29,38); however, it has remained
unclear how it arises from the ETC on a mechanistic level,
and whether it is reflective of a more general metabolic
control strategy.

Here, we use mathematical modeling approaches to gain
insight into the control strategies underlying oxygen homeo-
stasis in the mitochondrial ETC. Unlike many existing
ETC models in the literature (e.g., (15,35,39–41)), our
models are highly simplified and do not attempt to account
for the detailed biochemistry of all mitochondrial electron
transfer reactions. Instead, they aim to capture the essential
features of an ETC network architecture, allowing us
to uncover general properties of the ETC that may be
hard to identify using more detailed biochemical models.
Using this approach, we identified an emergent property
of the ETC, which we named cosubstrate compensation
(CSC), that maintains oxygen homeostasis over a wide
range of oxygen levels. When operating in the CSC regime,
our models recapitulate the Chance scaling relationship
(15,27,28), providing a basis for understanding its
mechanistic origins. We discuss the connection between
CSC and classical concepts from metabolic control analysis,
and discuss its implications for cellular oxygen homeostasis
and sensing.
METHODS

All simulations were performed using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick

MA). Numerical simulations for the one-carrier (Fig. 1) and two-carrier

ETC (Fig. 3, A and B, Appendix S4) were performed with the ODE15s

solver. The ETC model with cyclic CoQ reactions (Fig. 3 C, Appendix

S5) was constructed using the MATLAB SimBiology Toolbox, and also

simulated using the ODE15s solver. Plots for all numerical simulations

and analytical expressions were also generated using MATLAB.

Beard’s in silico mitochondrial respiratory system model (41) was simu-

lated inMATLAB using code kindly provided by Dr. Daniel Beard (Medical

College of Wisconsin). To simulate active (State 3) respiration, the external

ADP concentration was set to [ADP]e ¼ 3 mM, and the external inorganic

phosphate concentration was set to [Pi]e ¼ 2 mM. The concentration of the

latter was increased from default values to maintain a matrix ADP/ATP ratio

of order unity, in agreement with experimental and theoretical predictions

(42–44). All other component concentrations and rate constants were kept

at default values unless otherwise specified. To obtain KETC
M for a given

set of parameters, simulations were repeated over a range of different

oxygen levels to obtain the steady-state oxygen consumption rate as a func-

tion of oxygen level. This function was then interpolated to determineKETC
M ,

defined as the oxygen level at which the steady-state oxygen consumption

rate is half its maximal value. Simulations without ADP/ATP negative feed-

back were performed as follows: the full system was first simulated at satu-

rating oxygen concentrations to obtain steady-state AMP, ADP, ATP, and Pi
concentrations in different mitochondrial compartments, as well as steady-

state values for the other mitochondrial variables [Hx], [Kx], [Mgx], andDJ

(see the Beard model for a complete model description (41)). These vari-

ables were then fixed at their steady-state value in subsequent simulation

runs where oxygen levels were decreased.
RESULTS

A minimal ETC model

To gain general insights into homeostatic control strategies
intrinsic to an ETC enzyme network architecture, we first
studied a minimal ETC model consisting of a single electron
carrier. In this minimal model, a single carrier C receives an
electron from an upstream donor and transfers it to molec-
ular oxygen O2 (Fig. 1 B). Carrier oxidation and reduction
are performed by the electron transfer enzymes E0 and E1,
respectively. The following ordinary differential equation
describes the time evolution of this single-carrier ETC
(see Appendix S1 in the Supporting Material),

d½C1�
dt

¼ v1 � v0; (1)

where the velocities of enzymes E0 and E1 are

v0 ¼ k0½C1�½O2�
½O2� þ K0

M

(2)

k1½C0�

v1 ¼ ½C0� þ K1

M

(3)

and the total amount of carrier is conserved as

½C1� þ ½C0� ¼ CT: (4)

For analytical tractability, we assumed in this model that v0
is not saturated by [C1] and has a Michaelis-Menten form
with respect to [O2] with Michaelis-Menten constant K0

M;
however, we can show that the same conclusions hold for
rate laws of arbitrary functional form as long as the rates
of both electron transfer reactions increase monotonically
with substrate levels (see below).
Rate constancy by enzyme saturation

Before analyzing this minimal ETCmodel, we first point out
that constancy in oxygen consumption rate arises when the
terminal electron transfer enzyme E0 is saturated with
oxygen. Consider a situation where carrier reduction state
is constant over all oxygen levels. This occurs in the limiting
regime where the maximal velocity of E0 is much lower than
that of E1 (k0CT� k1), such that the carrier is always mostly
reduced ([C1] z CT). In this regime, the rate of oxygen
consumption follows aMichaelis-Menten form (from Eq. 2):

v0 ¼ k0CT ½O2�
½O2� þ K0

M

: (5)

This rate is constant amid changing oxygen levels only
when E0 is completely saturated by oxygen ([O2] >> K0

M),
and is sensitive to changing oxygen levels when E0 is no
Biophysical Journal 104(6) 1338–1348
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FIGURE 1 CSC robustly maintains oxygen

consumption rate constancy in a minimal ETC.

(A) Schematic of a mitochondrial respiratory

system. (Gray box) Mitochondrial ETC, where

electrons (e�) are transferred through a series of

carriers to molecular oxygen (O2). (Red box)

Oxidative phosphorylation machinery that drives

the production of ATP from ADP. (B) Single-

carrier ETC. C0, oxidized carrier; C1, reduced

carrier; E0, enzyme catalyzing electron transfer

from the carrier to oxygen; E1, enzyme catalyzing

electron transfer from upstream donors to the

carrier. Electron transfer into the ETC from up-

stream donors (e�) is implicit in the rate of E1.

(C) Numerical simulation showing the response

of the single-carrier ETC to a series of step drops

in oxygen levels. Plots show oxygen levels ([O2],

top), oxygen consumption rate as a percentage of

maximum (bottom) and fraction of reduced carrier

(c1 ¼ [C1]/CT, bottom) over time. (D) Steady-state

normalized oxygen consumption rate and reduced

carrier levels as a function of [O2]. (Gray areas)

Region of oxygen saturation ([O2] > K0
M). Param-

eters used: k0 ¼ 10 s�1, K0
M ¼ 30 mM, k1 ¼ 2 mM

s�1, K1
M ¼ 0.1 mM, and CT ¼ 8 mM. (E) Heat map

showing kM¼ KETC
M /K0

M plotted as a function of the

dimensionless parameters a and b. CSC occurs

where kM << 1 (blue). (Gray circle) Point in (a,

b) space corresponding to simulation parameters.
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longer saturated ([O2](K0
M). While enzyme saturation may

explain how the ETCmaintains a constant oxygen consump-
tion rate at very high oxygen levels, it does not explain how
rate constancy is maintained under physiological conditions,
where oxygen levels fall below that required for cytochrome
c oxidase saturation (19,21).
Rate constancy by cosubstrate compensation

To identify alternate mechanisms for oxygen homeostasis
besides enzyme saturation, we first used numerical simula-
tions to determine the response of the single-carrier ETC to
a series of successive drops in oxygen levels, allowing
oxygen levels to fall below K0

M (Fig. 1 C, top). As oxygen
levels dropped, oxygen consumption rate also dropped, but
only transiently (Fig. 1C, bottom). After each drop in oxygen
levels, the levels of reduced carrier increased, and this
increase in reduced carrier levels led to a recovery in the
oxygen consumption rate (Fig. 1 C, bottom). Complete
recovery occurred after the first three drops, with the oxygen
consumption rate rebounding exactly to its previous steady-
state value. We note that this ability to respond transiently
to an input change before returning to the same fixed point
is known in the context of signaling networks as adaptation.
After the fourth drop, to the lowest oxygen level, the oxygen
consumption rate recovered only partially, rebounding to
a fraction of its previous steady-state value. By plotting the
steady-state solution for the same set of parameters, we found
that the steady-state oxygen consumption rate was constant
over the same range oxygen levels (Fig. 1 D), consistent
Biophysical Journal 104(6) 1338–1348
with simulation results. Over this range, the steady-state frac-
tion of reduced carrier increased with decreasing oxygen
levels (Fig. 1 D), compensating for decreases in oxygen
levels to keep oxygen consumption rate constant atE0. These
results reveal an emergent behavior of this minimal ETC that
enables it to maintain a constant rate of oxygen consumption
evenwhen operating far from saturation. Asmentioned in the
Introduction, we named this behavior the cosubstrate
compensation (CSC), as it involves compensatory changes
in the levels of an enzyme’s cosubstrate in response to
changes in the levels of its other substrate.

Homeostasis in oxygen consumption rate as mediated by
CSC may require fine-tuning of simulation parameter
values, or may be a robust property of our ETC model. To
distinguish between these two possibilities, we analytically
solved for the effective Michaelis-Menten constant of the
ETC for oxygen (KETC

M ), defined as the level of oxygen at
which the steady-state oxygen consumption rate is half-
maximal. As a measure of the extent of CSC-mediated
homeostasis, we further defined the following ratio:

kM ¼ KETC
M

K0
M

: (6)

When kM x 1, rate constancy is maintained only when E0 is
saturated with oxygen ([O2] >> K0

M); on the other hand,
when kM << 1, rate constancy is also maintained when
E0 is not saturated, through CSC (see Appendix S2 in the
Supporting Material). We found that kM is determined
completely by the following two dimensionless parameters
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(see also Appendix S1 and Eqs. S4, S5, and S9 in the Sup-
porting Material):

a ¼ k0CT

k1
and b ¼ K1

M

CT

: (7)

Here a is the ratio of the maximal velocities of E0 and E1 and
corresponds to the degree of kinetic imbalance between these

two enzymes. When a is larger (smaller) than unity, E0 is
a faster (slower) enzyme compared to E1. The parameter
b is the ratio of the Michaelis-Menten constant of E1 to the
total carrier level, and determines the extent to which E1

can be saturated by carrier.When b is much larger than unity,
E1 is not saturated even when the carrier is completely
oxidized; conversely, when b is much smaller than unity, E1

is saturated when only a small fraction of carrier is oxidized.
A two-dimensional plot of kM (a,b) reveals a large area in pa-
rameter space where oxygen homeostasis can be maintained
without saturation of E0 with oxygen (kM << 1, Fig. 1 E,
blue), indicating that CSC does not require parameter
fine-tuning. Notably, homeostasis can also be maintained
(kM << 1) when E1 is not saturated with carrier (b >> 1).
From this plot, we infer that CSC occurs robustly when either

1. The maximal velocity of E0 greatly exceeds that of
E1 (a >> 1, or k0CT >> k1); or

2. The first-order rate of carrier oxidation by E0 greatly
exceeds that of carrier reduction by E1 (ab >> 1, or
k0 >> k1/K

1
M).

These conditions together indicate that a significantly faster
terminal electron transfer reaction relative to the upstream
electron transfer reaction is sufficient for CSC in the
single-carrier ETC. These kinetic requirements for CSC-
mediated homeostasis are in agreement with the concept
from metabolic control analysis that enzymatic reactions
with high velocities have low flux control coefficients,
a connection we will discuss below.

Though this one-carrier ETC model is simple, it generates
multiple predictions that agree with measurements in the
experimental literature. When this single-carrier ETC model
operates in the CSC regime, it recapitulates the Chance
scaling relationship (see Eq. S10 in the Supporting Mate-
rial):
1. Ca
the

2. Ca
wi
where

A ¼ ð2bþ 1Þ
2ðbþ 1Þ (9)

is a proportionality constant, and
VETC
max z

k1CT

CT þ K1
M

(10)
is the maximal steady-state rate of oxygen consumption
(i.e., the steady-state electron flux). In agreement with the
Chance relationship, KETC

max scales linearly with VETC
max and

inversely with k0/K0
M, the effective second-order velocity

constant for terminal electron transfer to oxygen. Moreover,
the experimentally measured values for the proportionality
constant (36) (A ~ 0.6–0.7) fall within the theoretical bounds
obtained here (0.5 < A < 1, Eq. 9). In the CSC regime, we
also find that VETC

max is independent of the parameters for the
terminal transfer enzyme E0 (Eq. 10), consistent with exper-
imental measurements showing that cytochrome c oxidase
exerts little control over the rate of oxygen consumption
by the mitochondrial ETC (38,45,46). Finally, in the CSC
regime, our ETC model predicts that cytochrome c
undergoes large changes in reduction state upon oxygen
level changes, from being mostly oxidized under oxic condi-
tions to being mostly reduced during anoxia (Fig. 1 D;
Fig. S1 and see Appendix S3 in the Supporting Material).
These large oxygen-dependent carrier reduction state
changes are indeed observed experimentally (15,18,28). In
contrast, for the non-CSC-regime, the carrier is always
mostly reduced, and its reduction state is largely insensitive
to changing oxygen levels. Taken together, the multiple
areas of agreement between modeling and experiment
support the notion that the CSC drives oxygen homeostasis
in the mitochondrial ETC.
CSC generalizes to a wide range of other electron
transfer reaction mechanisms

CSC may be a unique consequence of the specific functional
form of the electron transfer rate equations analyzed above
(Eqs. 2 and 3), or may generalize to other electron transfer
reaction mechanisms with different functional forms for
reaction rates. Here, we use a graphical argument to show
that CSC does not depend on the exact functional form of
the rate equations for carrier reduction and oxidation, indi-
cating that it is a general property of the ETC network archi-
tecture (Fig. 2). Specifically, we will show that the minimal
ETC described above undergoes CSC independently of the
exact reaction mechanisms it utilizes for electron transfer,
as long as the following general conditions are met:

rrier reduction rate v1 increases monotonically with
level of oxidized carrier [C0]; and
rrier oxidation rate v0 increases monotonically
th both the level of reduced carrier [C1] and oxygen

levels [O2].

To show this, we first plot v1 and v0 as a function of
reduced carrier levels [C1] at saturating oxygen levels
([O2] / N) (Fig. 2 A). The intersection of these two
curves gives the steady-state oxygen consumption rate
(v0

N) and level of reduced carrier (CN
1 ) at saturating

oxygen levels. We now solve for K0
M, the Michaelis-

Menten constant of enzyme E0 for oxygen at fixed reduced
Biophysical Journal 104(6) 1338–1348
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FIGURE 2 CSC generalizes to a wide range of electron transfer reaction

mechanisms. (A) Generalized functional forms for carrier oxidation rate v0
(solid lines, from Eq. 17) and carrier reduction rate v1 (dashed line, from

Eq. 16), plotted as a function of reduced carrier levels. The following

parameters were used: ea0¼ 4, Da
0 ¼ 50, Db

0 ¼ 1, Dc
0 ¼ 0.5, De

0 ¼ 1,

ea1 ¼ 1, eb1 ¼ 0.1, Da
1 ¼ 0.3, and Dc

1 ¼ 1. All other parameters were set to

zero. The value v0 is plotted at saturating oxygen levels ([O2] / N), at

[O2]¼ K0
M , or at [O2]¼ KETC

M . The intersection between v1 and the different

curves for v0 gives the steady-state of the ETC at a given oxygen level. CN
1

indicates the level of reduced carrier at saturating oxygen levels, whereas

CCSC
1 indicates the level of reduced carrier at [O2] ¼ KETC

M . (B) Steady-state

oxygen consumption rate as a function of oxygen level derived from carrier

oxidation and reduction curves in panel A (dashed line); or for the corre-

sponding system where reduced carrier levels are held constant at CN
1 (solid

line). Here, K0
M ¼ 77:7mM, and KETC

M ¼ 2:7mM.
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carrier level CN
1 . This is given by the oxygen level at which

oxygen consumption rate drops to one-half its maximal
value:

v0
�
K0

M;C
N
1

� ¼ vN0
2
: (11)

As evident graphically, the solution to this equation is given
by the oxygen level at which v0 intersects the point (CN

1 ,
vN0 /2) on the graph. Next, we solve for KETC

M , the apparent
Michaelis-Menten constant of the full ETC. This is given
by the oxygen level at which the steady-state oxygen
consumption rate is one-half its maximal value,

v0
�
KETC

M ;CCSC
1

� ¼ vN0
2
; (12)
v0 ¼ ea0½C1�½O
Da

0 þ Db
0½C1� þ Dc

0½O2� þ Dd
0½C0� þ De

0
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where CCSC
1 represents the level of reduced carrier when

oxygen consumption rate is half-maximal. From the graph
(Fig. 2 A), we see that if v1 increases monotonically with
[C0] (thus decreasing monotonically with [C1]), and if v0
increases monotonically with both [O2] and [C1], then
This relationship implies that the system increases its levels

of reduced carrier as oxygen levels decrease, implying the
occurrence of CSC under these conditions. To determine
the compensatory effects of these increases on KETC

M , we
equate Eqs. 11 and 12 to obtain

v0
�
K0

M;C
N
1

� ¼ v0
�
KETC

M ;CCSC
1

�
: (14)

As v0 increases monotonically with both oxygen and
reduced carrier levels and CCSC

1 > CN
1 , the following

inequality must hold:
This result shows that the compensatory increases in

reduced carrier levels that occur when oxygen levels
decrease (Eq. 13) allow the system to have a lower effective
Michaelis-Menten constant (Eq. 15), and thus maintain
oxygen homeostasis over a wider range of oxygen levels.
From this graphical argument, we conclude that CSC does
not depend on the exact reaction mechanisms utilized for
electron transfer, but simply requires that

1. Carrier reduction rate increases monotonically with
oxidized carrier levels; and

2. Carrier oxidation rate increases monotonically with both
reduced carrier levels and oxygen levels.

What specific electron transfer reaction mechanisms
fulfill the requirements described above? To answer this
question, we examined the most general functional forms
for the catalyzed carrier oxidation and reduction reactions,
which encompass reversible reactions and, in the case of
the two-substrate carrier oxidation reaction, different
substrate binding and release schemes (47). For the single-
substrate carrier reduction reaction, this is given by

v1 ¼ ea1½C0� � eb1½C1�
Da

1 þ Db
1½C0� þ Dc

1½C1�: (16)

For the two-substrate carrier oxidation reaction, this is
given by
2� � eb0½C0�
½C1�½O2� þ Df

0½C1�½C0� þ Dg
0½C1�½O2�½C0�

: (17)
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Here the coefficients e and D are positive values that depend
on the first-order rate constants for the elementary
reaction steps (47). We note that the functional form for
the minimal ETC analyzed above (Eqs. 2 and 3) repre-
sents a limiting regime where reverse reactions are negli-
gible (eb0, D

d
0, D

f
0, D

g
0/0) and E0 is far from saturation by

[C1] (Db
0, De

0, Df
0, Dg

0/0). As a graphical example
(Fig. 2), we consider a more general case that includes a non-
negligible interaction term between [C1] and [O2] (D

e
0>0)

and a nonzero reverse carrier oxidation reaction (eb1>0).
Taking the first derivative of Eq. 16 with respect to [C0],
we find that, for all possible values of parameters,

vv0
v½C0� ¼

Da
1

�
ea1 þ eb1

�þ �
Dc

1e
a
1 þ Db

1e
b
1

�
CT

�
Da

1 þ Db
1½C0� þ Dc

1½C1�
�2 >0; (18)

showing that v1 increases monotonically with [C0]. Simi-

larly, we can also show analytically that

vv0
v½O2�>0 and

vv0
v½C1�>0; (19)

indicating that v0 increases with monotonically with both

[C1] and [O2]. These three inequalities satisfy the general
conditions for CSC derived above, indicating that CSC
generalizes to the wide range of electron transfer reaction
mechanisms described by the generalized rate equations in
Eqs. 16 and 17.
CSC in ETCs with multiple electron carriers

The mitochondrial ETC comprises multiple electron
carriers and undergoes cyclical electron transfer reactions
involving CoQ at Complex III. To determine the kinetic
requirements for CSC in these more complex enzyme
network architectures, we further developed and analyzed
two ETC models: The first model consists of two carriers
(C and D) and three reactions describing the sequential elec-
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Supporting Material). A mathematical description and analysis of this model ca
tron transfer through these carriers (Fig. 3, A and B; and see
Appendix S4 in the Supporting Material). The second model
explicitly includes the carriers NAD/NADH, CoQ, and cyto-
chrome c, and explicitly models the cyclic CoQ electron
transfer reactions at Complex III (Fig. 3 C; and see
Appendix S5 in the Supporting Material).

We first performed numerical simulations of the two-
carrier ETC to determine whether it also undergoes CSC
in response to changing oxygen levels (Fig. 3 B). These
simulations showed that the two-carrier ETC also maintains
a constant steady-state oxygen consumption rate even when
not saturated with oxygen (Fig. 3 B, top). As rate constancy
was maintained, the fraction of reduced terminal carrier (C1)
increased progressively as oxygen levels decreased, indi-
cating that homeostasis was being maintained by CSC
(Fig. 3 B, bottom). Notably, the fraction of reduced upstream
carrier (D1) increased only at lower oxygen levels when
oxygen consumption rate also began to decrease, as indeed
observed experimentally (15,48).

To determine the parameter conditions for CSC-mediated
homeostasis in the two-carrier ETC model, we solved for kM
(Eq. 6), the ratio of the effective Michaelis-Menten constant
of the ETC for oxygen to that of cytochrome c oxidase for
oxygen (see Appendix S4 in the Supporting Material). We
found that CSC-mediated homeostasis occurs robustly (kM
<< 1) when the maximal velocity of terminal electron
transfer from C to oxygen is much greater than either:

1. The maximal velocity of electron transfer from upstream
donors to D; or

2. The maximal velocity of electron transfer from D to C
(see Eqs. 47 and 48 in the Supporting Material).

Furthermore, when any one of these two upstream electron
transfer reactions becomes rate-limiting, the two-carrier
ETC model recapitulates the Chance relationship (Eq. 8),
with the ETC effective Michaelis-Menten constant (KETC

M )
scaling inversely with the terminal oxidase velocity constant
O
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FIGURE 3 CSC in multicarrier ETCmodels. (A)

Two-carrier ETC model. The values C0 and C1

represent oxidized and reduced forms of the down-

stream carrier, whereas D0 and D1 represent

oxidized and reduced forms of the upstream

carrier. (B) Steady-state normalized oxygen

consumption rate and fractions of reduced carriers

D and C for the two-carrier ETC, plotted as a func-

tion of oxygen concentration. (Shaded areas)

Region [O2] > K0
M , where oxygen saturation

occurs. Parameter values: k0 ¼ 400 s�1,

K0
M ¼ 20 mM, k1 ¼ 20 mM�1 s�1, k

0
2 ¼ 5 s�1,

CT ¼ 5 mM, and DT ¼ 10 mM. A description of

model parameters is given in Appendix S4 in the

Supporting Material. (C) Mitochondrial ETC with

cyclical CoQ transfer reactions. (C) Cytochrome

c; Qo and Qi represent CoQ bound to sites o and i

of complex III, respectively;Qf represents unbound

. The values v0–v9 represent reaction velocities (see Eqs. S65–S74 in the

n be found in Appendix S5 in the Supporting Material.
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(k0) and linearly with the maximal electron flux, which, in
this case, is determined by the maximal velocity of slowest
electron transfer reaction (see Eqs. S51 and S52 in the Sup-
porting Material). These results indicate that CSC occurs in
the two-carrier ETC whenever the maximal velocity of
terminal electron transfer to oxygen greatly exceeds that
of any upstream electron transfer reaction, thus generalizing
the parameter conditions for CSC obtained for a single-
carrier ETC to ETCs with multiple carriers.

The same kinetic requirements for CSC were obtained for
the detailed mitochondrial ETCmodel with cyclic CoQ elec-
tron transfer reactions (Fig. 3 C, Appendix S5), indicating
that CSC is not an exclusive property of ETCswith sequential
transfer reactions, but can also occur in ETCs with cyclic
electron transfer reactions. In this detailed model, we found
that CSC occurs robustly when the maximal velocity of
terminal electron transfer to oxygen greatly exceeds that of
either

1. Electron transfer from CoQ to cytochrome c; or
2. Electron transfer from NADH to CoQ (see Eqs. S91 and

S93 in the Supporting Material).

Similar to the two-carrier ETC model, it can be shown that
this detailed model also recapitulates the Chance relation-
ship when any one of these upstream electron transfer reac-
tions becomes rate-limiting. Interestingly, we also found
that, to maintain nonzero flux through the ETC, the rate
constants for cyclic CoQ electron transfer must be greater
than those for electron transfer from NADH to CoQ (see
Eq. S84 in the Supporting Material). This additional kinetic
requirement is consistent with the essential role of these
cyclic reactions in ensuring complete transfer of electrons
from CoQ, a two-electron carrier, to cytochrome c, a single
electron carrier (12).
CSC constitutes a major homeostatic control
strategy in an in silico mitochondrial respiratory
system

While we have demonstrated that CSC can occur robustly in
a number of ETC models with different network architec-
tures, it is unclear whether it constitutes the major control
strategy for oxygen homeostasis in cells, or if other control
strategies—specifically ADP/ATP feedback regulation
(18,23)—may play a more central role. To answer this ques-
tion, we analyzed a biophysical model of an isolated mito-
chondrial respiratory system, developed by Beard (41).
This in silico mitochondrial respiratory chain has realistic
rate constants constrained by experimental data, thus allow-
ing us to make inferences about the behavior of real mito-
chondria in cells. Moreover, importantly, it explicitly
considers the coupling between electron transfer and ATP
generation (Fig. 4 A), enabling us to separately examine
the contributions of CSC and ADP/ATP feedback regulation
to mitochondrial oxygen homeostasis.
Biophysical Journal 104(6) 1338–1348
Using the Beard model, we first determined the relative
contributions of CSC and ADP/ATP feedback regulation
to mitochondrial oxygen homeostasis using parameter
conditions describing active respiration (i.e., State 3 respira-
tion). Under these conditions, we found that the effective
Michaelis-Menten constant of the mitochondrial ETC for
oxygen (KETC

M ¼ 0.49 mM) was greater than two orders-
of-magnitude lower than that of cytochrome c oxidase for
oxygen (K0

M ¼ 120 mM, Fig. 4 B, top), indicating that
homeostasis in oxygen consumption occurs even when cyto-
chrome c oxidase is not saturated with oxygen. Over the
range of oxygen levels where oxygen consumption rate re-
mained constant ([O2] >> KETC

M ), the fraction of reduced
cytochrome c increased progressively with decreasing
oxygen levels (Fig. 4 B, middle), consistent with oxygen
homeostasis by CSC. In contrast, ADP/ATP ratio and mito-
chondrial membrane potential DJ, which varies with mito-
chondrial energy state, remained largely constant, and did
not change until the oxygen consumption rate began to
drop (Fig. 4 B, bottom). This constancy in energy state
suggests a limited role for negative feedback regulation in
homeostasis, and further implies that the mitochondrial
ETC can concurrently maintain a constant energy state
(i.e., ADP/ATP levels) as oxygen consumption rate is con-
stant. To independently determine the contribution of CSC
to oxygen homeostasis, we abolished ADP/ATP feedback
regulation in these simulations by holding ADP/ATP levels
constant at their steady-state value as oxygen levels
decreased. When we did this, the resultant effective
ETC Michaelis-Menten constant increased slightly
(K

0ETC
M ¼ 1.8 mM, Fig. 4 B, top, gray), suggesting a minor

role for ADP/ATP feedback regulation in maintaining
homeostasis at lower oxygen levels; however, this value
was still significantly lower than K0

M, implying that CSC
was the main mechanism responsible for oxygen consump-
tion rate constancy under these conditions. These results
indicate that CSC constitutes the dominant control strategy
for oxygen homeostasis during active respiration and allows
the mitochondria to concurrently maintain homeostasis in
energy state (ADP/ATP ratio) as oxygen levels vary.

We next used the Beard model to assess the relative
contributions of CSC and ADP/ATP negative feedback
regulation to oxygen homeostasis in different respiratory
states. We changed respiratory state by

1. Decreasing the velocity constant of the flux into NADH
dehydrogenase xDH to limit upstream electron supply; or

2. Decreasing external ADP concentration [ADPe] to
switch to a resting respiratory state (State 4).

When NADH dehydrogenase flux was lowered, the maximal
steady-state rate of oxygen consumption (VETC

max ) decreased
(Fig. 4 C, top), as expected. The effective Michaelis-Menten
constant of the ETC for oxygen also decreased (Fig. 4 C,
middle), such that it showed a positive relationship with
VETC
max as dehydrogenase flux was lowered (Fig. 4 C, bottom).
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Our simple models predict that this decrease in KETC
M reflects

an increase in the extent of CSC, as lowering dehydrogenase
flux decreases the velocity of upstream electron transfer
relative to that of terminal electron transfer reaction to
oxygen (Eq. 8). Indeed, when ADP/ATP levels were held
constant in simulations to remove feedback regulation, we
observed a very similar positive relationship between KETC

M

and VETC
max (Fig. 4 C, middle, dotted lines), implying that

the decrease in KETC
M reflects an increase in the extent of

CSC-mediated homeostasis and not of ADP/ATP feedback
regulation. These results show that CSC continues to be
the dominant control strategy for oxygen homeostasis under
conditions of limited electron supply.

We next examined how the extent of CSC and ADP/ATP
feedback regulation change as mitochondria transition from
an active to a resting respiratory state. This transition was
simulated by titrating external ADP down from its initial
State 3 levels (Fig. 4 D). When external ADP levels were
lowered, both VETC

max and KETC
M decreased (Fig. 4 D), similar

to what was observed when dehydrogenase flux was lowered
(Fig. 4 C). Intriguingly, when ADP and ATP were held
constant in simulations to remove feedback regulation,
KETC
M now increased with decreasing ADP levels and oxygen

consumption rate (Fig. 4D,middle and bottom, dashed line),
implying that this decrease in KETC

M is a result of increased
ADP/ATP feedback regulation and not CSC. The greater
contribution of negative feedback to homeostasis may
reflect an increased capacity for mitochondrial ADP levels
to respond to changes in oxygen levels when external
ADP levels are low. While the contribution of ADP/
ATP feedback regulation to oxygen homeostasis increases
significantly when mitochondria enter a resting respiratory
state, CSC continues to play a major role in maintaining
oxygen homeostasis, keeping KETC

M nearly two orders of
magnitude below the Michaelis-Menten constant of cyto-
chrome c oxidase for oxygen (Fig. 4 D, bottom).

The unexpected inverse relationship between KETC
M and

VETC
max seen in the absence of ADP/ATP feedback regulation

(Fig. 4D, dashed lines) accounts for a known deviation from
the Chance scaling relationship (32,33) that can also be
recapitulated by our ETC models (see Fig. S2 in the Sup-
porting Material). When resting mitochondria are treated
with uncoupling agents that dissipate the proton gradient,
they enter an altered active respiratory state (known as State
Biophysical Journal 104(6) 1338–1348
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3u) with an increased rate of oxygen consumption rate but—
contrary to the Chance relationship—a decreased effective
Michaelis-Menten constant for oxygen (KETC

M ). Treating
resting mitochondria with uncoupling agents has the same
effect as fixing ADP levels at higher values in our simula-
tions—both perturbations increase the proton concentration
inside the mitochondria ([Hi

þ], Fig. 4 A, bottom), which in
turn increases the velocity of terminal electron transfer to
oxygen (Fig. 4 A, top). Our model predicts that this increase
in the terminal electron transfer velocity relative to upstream
reactions would decrease KETC

M (Eq. 8) despite increasing
VETC
max , resulting in an inverse relationship between these

two variables. Indeed, we were able to recapitulate this
inverse relationship between the two variables by varying
the velocity constant of the terminal electron transfer reac-
tion to oxygen in the minimal ETC model (see Fig. S2).
DISCUSSION

In this study, we characterized an emergent behavior of an
enzymatic transport chain architecture that allows the mito-
chondrial ETC to maintain homeostasis in oxygen
consumption rate over a wide range of oxygen levels. This
behavior, cosubstrate compensation, occurs robustly when-
ever the maximal velocity of the terminal electron transfer
reaction greatly exceeds that of any upstream electron trans-
fer reaction.

CSC provides a theoretical basis for understanding how
the Chance scaling relationship (15,27,28) arises from an
ETC enzyme network architecture. While it has been recog-
nized that constancy in oxygen consumption rate can arise
as a consequence of this scaling relationship (19,29,38), it
had been unclear how this oxygen homeostasis is generated
on a mechanistic level. Chance himself used the terms
‘‘cushioning’’ or ‘‘buffering’’ to describe the homeostatic
effects of lowering ETC flux (15,36), but did not identify
compensatory changes in cosubstrate levels as the under-
lying cause; this may be because that the absolute changes
in the fraction of reduced terminal carrier during CSC-medi-
ated homeostasis can be very small (36,37) (see Fig. S1 and
see Appendix S3 in the Supporting Material), and hence
easily overlooked. Later studies applied the Chance rela-
tionship to understanding the sequential electron transfer
reactions within the cytochrome c oxidase enzyme complex
(29,38). These studies used the term ‘‘kinetic trapping’’ to
describe the high apparent affinity of the enzyme complex
for oxygen, though it was unclear how such trapping took
place on a mechanistic level. Our results explain this high
apparent oxygen affinity as a consequence of redox centers
within the cytochrome c oxidase enzyme complex under-
going CSC to maintain rate constancy. Though CSC may
also occur within cytochrome c oxidase itself, our analysis
shows that its extent is determined by the difference
between the velocities of the terminal transfer reaction
and the slowest reaction(s) in the ETC, which likely reside
Biophysical Journal 104(6) 1338–1348
further upstream of cytochrome c oxidase (38,45,46). We
note that other ETC models in the literature have also reca-
pitulated the low apparent Michaelis-Menten constant of the
ETC for oxygen (15,22,35). CSC may also be embedded as
the underlying homeostatic control strategy in these models,
as is the case for the Beard model; however, the added
biochemical complexity in these models may have made it
difficult to pinpoint and characterize this emergent behavior
in previous studies. Our alternative approach involving
minimal models allows us to establish the generality of
this homeostatic control strategy and determine the general
kinetic requirements for its emergence.

The insensitivity of steady-state oxygen consumption rate
to oxygen level changes in the CSC regime can be under-
stood by using the concept in metabolic control analysis
that fast enzymes in a metabolic pathway tend to have low
flux control coefficients (49,50); consequently, small
changes in the abundance or activity of fast enzymes have
little effect on steady-state pathway flux. This concept
reflects the intuitive notion that fast enzymes in a pathway
are not rate-limiting, and hence exert little control over
steady-state flux. Over the range of oxygen levels where
homeostasis is maintained, cytochrome c oxidase has
a high maximal velocity relative to upstream enzymes;
consequently, changes in its activity—due in this case to
oxygen level changes—have little effect on its own catalysis
rate at steady state. It is also known from metabolic control
analysis that this rate insensitivity reflects the occurrence of
compensatory changes in the levels of the fast enzyme’s
substrate or cosubstrate (50), as we describe here; however,
as metabolic control analysis reports on the sensitivity of
a system to small perturbations about a given steady state,
it was unclear whether these compensatory changes could
maintain rate constancy over a wide range of substrate levels
or parameter values. Our results demonstrate that CSC is an
emergent behavior that robustly maintains homeostasis over
a wide range of substrate levels.

CSC is distinct from classical negative feedback regula-
tion in that it does not involve inhibition of upstream
enzyme activity by a pathway end-product (6–8); nonethe-
less, we can show that CSC, like negative feedback regula-
tion, represents an implementation of integral feedback
control, which allows biological systems to operate robustly
(10,51). During CSC, the time integral of the difference
between an enzyme’s operational velocity and its steady-
state velocity is conveyed to the enzyme by the levels of
its cosubstrate (see Appendix S6 in the Supporting Mate-
rial). Moreover, like negative feedback regulation, CSC
can generate a transient response to sustained stimulus
(Fig. 1 C), a behavior known in the context of signaling
networks as adaptation. Recent theoretical work suggests
that only a limited number of core enzyme network topolo-
gies are capable of performing adaptation (11), and our find-
ings point to a new class of network topologies capable of
doing so. In particular, bacterial two-component signal
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transduction pathways, which relay signals by phospho-
transfer (52), share a similar enzyme network topology
with the mitochondrial ETC, and may also utilize CSC in
transducing signals.

Our numerical simulations of Beard’s in silico mitochon-
drial model (41) indicates that CSC constitutes the dominant
control mechanism for oxygen homeostasis during active
respiration, and continues to play major roles in a resting
mitochondrial state (Fig. 4). Negative feedback regulation
through changes in ADP/ATP levels also contributes to
homeostasis, as previously proposed (18,23), and this may
also be mediated through changes in cytoplasmic inorganic
phosphate levels in living cells (53); however, our simula-
tions suggest that these regulatory changes start to occur
only at low oxygen concentrations. ([O]2 ~ 1 mM, Fig. 4
B). At higher oxygen concentrations, where homeostasis is
driven completely by compensatory changes in reduced
cytochrome c levels, both ADP/ATP ratio and mitochondrial
membrane potential, an indicator of mitochondrial energy
state, remain constant as oxygen levels change (Fig. 4 B).
This ability to concurrently maintain a constant ADP/ATP
ratio during oxygen homeostasis may be especially critical
for cell physiology, given that the energy state is closely
monitored by cellular signaling pathways (54,55), and that
even minor perturbations in energy state can impair cell
viability (56,57).

We finally note that the compensatory changes in the
reduction state of ETC carriers in response to oxygen level
changes allow the mitochondrion to act as a cellular oxygen
sensor, as previously proposed (18,23). In the regime where
CSC-mediated homeostasis occurs, decreases in oxygen
concentration do not lower respiration rate, but do lead to
increases in the fraction of reduced carrier. These reduced
carriers could generate off-ETC biochemical changes that
signal hypoxia to the rest of the cell. Recent experiments
have found that mitochondria respond to hypoxia by gener-
ating reactive oxygen species (ROS), which act as a second
messenger for triggering downstream transcriptional
responses (48,58–60). Hypoxic ROS generation is thought
to occur through direct transfer of electrons from reduced
upstream carriers at Complex III to oxygen; however, it
has been unclear how decreased oxygen levels could trigger
ROS production when oxygen itself is a reactant for ROS
production (61). Our modeling results suggest a resolution
to this apparent paradox: during hypoxia, an increase in
the levels of reduced upstream carriers as a result of CSC
may offset the decrease oxygen levels and increase the
rate of ROS production. In future work, it will be interesting
to study possible roles for CSC in cellular oxygen sensing
and homeostasis.
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